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Introduction and summary. The main purpose of this article is to
answer a problem of W. Stoll which arose in his recent study [6] of value dis-
tribution of Schubert zeros.
We denote by A a^)-tuple of non-negative integers {aiy a2y •••, ap} such that
O^^^az^'-'^ap^q and let m=p-\-q. A flag F of type A is a sequence
{Vat+u Va2+2> •"> Vap+p} of linear subspaces in Cm, where the subscript indicates
the dimension of each subspace, such that F
β l + 1 c F β 2 + 2 c c F β ί + ί . The
totality F(A) of flags of type A is called the flag manifold of type A. It is a
projective algebraic manifold on which the unitary group U(m) acts transitively.
For each flag F of type A, there is associated a Schubert variety (A F) which is
an irreducible algebraic sub variety of the Grassmann manifold Gr(p,m) of
p-planes in Cm. The Schubert variety (A F) consists of all />-planes V such
that dim FΠ V
a
.+i^i for all ι = l , 2, •••,/>. We denote by S(A) the subset of
Gr(p,m)xF(A) consisting of all pairs (V, F) such that V<=(A;F). It is proved
that S(A) is an irreducible analytic subvariety of Gr(p,m)xF(A) [2]. The
projection maps of Gr(p,m)xF(A) onto Gr(p,m) and F(A) induce holomorphic
surjective maps π and σ of S(A) onto Gr(p, m) and F(A) respectively. Then
S(A) is a holomorphic fiber bundle over F(A) of projection σ whose typical
fibre is the Schubert variety. S(A) is also a holomorphic fibre bundle over
Gr(p,m) [2] and the operation π* of fibre integration is defined.
Let λ be a differential form of type {f — τryf — r) on the flag manifold F(A)>
where/denotes the complex dimension of F(A) and r is a non-negative integer.
We assume that λ is invariant by the action of the unitary group U(m) on F(A).
The group U(m) acts also on 5(^4) in a natural way and the pullback σ*λ
is invariant by U(m). The projection π: S(A)->Gr(p,m) commutes with
the action of U(m) on 5(^4) and Gr(p, m) and the fibre integration π* is func-
torial. Hence 7r
ίfί(σ*λ) is also invariant by the action of U(m) on Gr(p, m).
Since Gf(p, m) is a symmetric space, a differential form on Gr(p, m) which
is invariant by U(m) is harmonic with respect to any invariant Kaehler metric.
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Hence π*(σ*\) represents a cohomology class of type (pq— \A\—r,pq—\A\—r)y
where | A \ =Σat and pq is the complex dimension of Gr(p, m).
We take the standard basis {e19 •••, em] of Cm and denote by V% the Λ-plane
spanned by {e19 -~,ek} and call F°={V°ai+19 ••-, V°ap+P} the standard flag of
type A. We also call (A; F°) the standard Schubert variety and denote this
by (A). The standard Schubert varieties (B)> where B={b19 •••, bp} and
2#, =r+2tf t , form a basis of the homology group of dimension 2( | i4 |+r) of
Gr(p, m) and the Poincarό duals C(B) of (B) form a basis of the cohomology
group of type (pq— \A\ — r, pq— \A\ — r). Therefore π*(σ*X) is a linear
combination of these Poincarέ duals C(B) with the condition |jB|=Σft*=
\A\+r.
In the paper [6], Stoll defines a differential form λ of type (/— 1, /— 1) on
F(A) which is invariant by U(m) and which corresponds to the integral average
of so-called Levine form. He asked the question that in the expression of
zr*(σ*λ) by the Poincare duals C(B), for what kind of B the Poincarέ dual C(B)
can appear with non-zero coefficient?
In this paper we prove the following theorem which answers the question
of Stoll.
Theorem. Let X be a differential form of type (f — r,f—r) on the flag ma-
nifold F(A) which is invariant by the action of the unitary group U(m).
Let
where the summation extends over all B={bly ~,bp} such that 2 ^
If the coefficient dB is non-zero, then B verifies the following condition: there
exist s indices j i y ••• ,js(l <^j\ <j2< -* <js<^p, s^r) and s positive integers nlf •••, ns
with the condition Σnfo=r such that
bJk = aJk+nk for k = 1, 2, •••, s
and
bi = ai for j±jk.
An application of the theorem is discussed in the paper of Stoll [6]. We discuss
here special cases. The case r=0. In this case λ is a volume element on
F(A) invariant by U(m) and π*(σ*\) is a scalar multiple of C(A). Hence
there is an invariant volume element on F(A) such that π*(σ*\)=C(A).
The case r=l. In this case λ is of type (/—I,/—I) and τr*(σ*λ) is a linear
combination of those C(B) with non-zero coefficient verifying the condition
that bj=aj except for one index j \ and bj^aj^l. This condition on B means
that the Schubert variety (B) of dimension | B \ contains the Schubert variety
(A) of dimension |JB|—1 as a "boundary component" with respect to the
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Schubert cell decomposition of Gr{p, m).
The proof of Theorem is group theoretical and we use the results of Ko-
stant [3,0, ft] on the de Rham duals of Schubert varieties. The papers of Ko-
stant deal with more general case of homogeneous compact Kaehler manifolds
and the proof in the general case is very complex. Therefore we have included
in this paper proofs of these results in our special case of the Grassmann mani-
fold in §3 and in an appendix. The proof of our theorem will be completed
in §4.
1. Fibre bundle structures of S(A). In this section we introduce
several notations which we use throughout this paper. By A, B} ••• we shall
denote ^-tuples {aly a2y •••, ap}y {bly b2y •••, bp} ••• of integers such that
where q is a fixed positive integer and we set
m=p+q.
For each A we denote by \A\ the sum Σα f :
(1.1) \A\ = Zaiy
and we define kt by
(1.2) *, = *,+*' ( f = l , 2 , . . ,j>).
We have
A flag F of type A is an increasing sequence F={Vkiy •••, Vkp) of linear sub-
spaces of Cmy where the subscript indicates the dimension of each linear sub-
space. The totality F(A) of flags of type A is called the flag manifold of type
A. We denote by Gr(p,m) the Grassmann manifold of ^-dimensional linear
subspaces of C w . We denote by {eiye2y- *y em} the standard basis of Cm and
denote by V°k the A-dimensional subspace spanned by {eiy ,ek}. We call
F°= {V\
v
 •••, V°kp} the standard flag of type A. We denote by o the point in
Gr{p, m) represented by V°p and call the point o the origin of Gr(p, m).
The groups GL{m, C) and U(m) act transitively on F(A) and we can re-
present F{A) as homogeneous spaces of these two groups:
F(A) = GL{m, C)IPA = U{m)jHA ,
{
 > HA = PAf]U(m),
where PA (resp. HA) consists of all h^GL{m, C) (resp. h^U(m)) such that
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h-F°={hV°kiy -..yhV°kp}=F°. We shall denote by πF the projection
(1.4) nF: U(m) - F(A) = U(m)IHA .
The groups GL(m, C) and U(m) act transitively also on Gr{p, m) and we
have
Gr{p, m) = GL(m, C)/P = U(m)IU(p) X U(q)
where P consists of all h^GL(m, C) such that h o=o. The subgroup P con-
sists of all λ e GL(m,C) of the form
(1.6) h={*h), h<ΞGL{p, C), h^GL{q, C)
and U(p)X U(q)=P(~) U(m) is the subgroup of U(m) of all the unitary matrices
h of the form
(1.7) h =
We denote by πG the projection
(1.8) πG: GL(m, C) - Gr(p, m) = GL(tn, C)/P.
For each flag F of type A let
(1.9) (A; F) = {V^Gr(py m)\ dim Vf] Vk>i, i = 1, -,/>}
(A F) is an irreducible algebraic sub variety of dimension \A\ of Gr(p,m)
and called the Schubert variety of type A (corresponding to F) [1]. We shall
denote (A F0) simply by (A) and we call (^ 4) the standard Schubert variety of
type A. If F is a flag of type A, then there exists g^GL(m,C) such that
g.F°=F. Then we have
In particular, if h^PA, then hF°=F° and we have
for all h^PA. Thus the group PA acts on the standard Schubert variety ( )
The standard Schubert varieties (A) with the condition \A\=r form a
basis of the homology group H2r(Gr(p, m\ Z).
A flag F is an increasing sequence {Viy V2, •••, Fw} of m linear subspaces
of C* and let
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p(F)={Vkl,-,Vkp}.
Then p(F) is a flag of type A. Let (A; F)* be the set of all V^Gr(p,tn) such
that dim V[\Vk>i for all ί = l , 2 , •••,/> and dim F n F ^ . - ^ ί for all i such
that ki—ki-1=ai—ai-1+l>ly where we let &0=0, ao=O.
Obviously we have (A F)* C (^ 4 p(F)) and we have also
(A p(F)) = (4 F)* U (#>U (Λ, F,))
where we put Ai={a1) •••, «,•-„ Λ, — 1 , ••-, ap) for all £ such that ai>ai-1(a0=0)
and F , = {KAl, .», Vk._χ, Vkrl, •••, Γ^} [1]. Moreover (A F)* is biholomor-
phic to C | A | and hence it is a cell of (real) dimension 2\A\ and (^4;F)* is
Zariski open in (A; p(F)).
We denote by F° the standard flag \V°19 V°2, •••, V°m} and denote (^ 4; F0)*
by (^ 4)* and call (^ 4)* the standard Schubert cell of type A. Then we have
Gr{p, m) = U (-4)* (disjoint union)
and this gives a cell decomposition of Gr(p, m).
Let
(1.10) S(i4)= {(V,F)(ΞGr(p,nι)xF(A)\V(Ξ(A;F)} .
is an irreducible analytic sub variety of Gr(pym)xF(A) [2]. The group
U(m) acts on Gr(/>, m)χF(A) by g(V, F)=(gV,gF) and since we have g-(A;F)
=(A;gF)y we also have g-S(A)=S(A). Thus C/(w) acts on S(A).
Let 7Γ and & be the projection maps from Gr(p, m) X F(A) onto Gr(/>, w)
and ^(^4) respectively. These maps are equivariant with respect to the action
of U(m). Then ?t and & induce holomorphic and surjective maps π and σ of
S(A) to Chip, m) and F(A).
If F E F ( i ) , then
 σ
-\F)=(A ί1)X {ί1} and the fibres of σ is biholomorphic
to the Schubert variety (^ 4). 5(^4) is a holomorphic P
Λ
-bundle over F{A)
associated with the principal P
Λ
-bundle GL{miC)-^F{A) [2].
Let
Since dim
c
 (^4)= IA \, we have
S(A) is also a holomorphic P-bundle over Gr(p, m) associated with the
principal P-bundle GL(m, C)-*Gr(p, m) [2] and the operator π* of fibre inte-
gration is defined. The operator π* sends a form of type (u, v) on 5(^4) to a
form of type (u — t,v — t) on Gr(p,m)y where
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t=f+\A\-pq
and
p q= dim
c
 Gr(p, m) .
The operator π* commutes with the action of U(m) on S(A) and Gr(p,m).
Hence, if y is a form on S(A) invariant by U(m), so is π*y.
Let λ be a form of type (/—*",/—r) on F(A) invariant by U(m). The
pullback σ*λ is a form of type (/—r,/ —r) on S(A) and is also invariant by
U(m). Then τr*(<r*λ) is a form of type (pq— \A\-r, pq— \A\-r) on Gr(p, m)
invariant by U(m). However a form on Gr(p,m) is invariant by U(m) if and
only if it is harmonic with respect to a Kaehler metric invariant by JJ(m).
For a standard Schubert variety (B) we shall denote by C(B) the Poincarέ
dual of (B). C(B) is a form of type (pq—\B\,pq—\B\) invariant by U(m)
such that
C(B)Λψ
for any closed form ψ of type (| B \,
The Poincarό duals C(B) with the condition | B \ —u form a basis of the
vector space of all invariant forms of degree 2u. Since τr*(σ*λ) is an invariant
form of type (pq— \ A \ —r, pq— \ A \ — r)> we have
The de Rham dual (or simply the dual) of a standard Schubert variety
(B) is the invariant form ξB of type ( |B\, \B\) such that
J B BtD
for all D satisfying | D \ = \ B \. Then we have
J
for all D such that \D\ = \B\. Then we get
However from a well-known property of fibre integration, the right hand side
is equal to the integral
J σ*\Λπ*ξB
and we obtain
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(1.12) dB= j σ*\Λπ*ξB, \B\ = \A\+r
su >
We are going to transform the integral to an integral over U(m)x(A).
We now define a map
μ: U(m)x(A)-> S(A)
by
μ(g> V) = (gV,gF°), g^ U(m),
As V<=(A),gV(Ξg(A)=(A;gF0) and hence gV<=(A;gF°) and μ(g, V)<=S(A).
The map μ is surjective. For, let (W, F)^.S(A). Then there existsg^U(m)
such that gF°=F and as We(A;F), V=g-1W^g-\A;F)={A\F<>)={A) and
we get μ(g, V)=(W, F). Moreover we see also that for any (g,V)^.U(m)
X(A), μ'\μ{g, V))={(gh,h-1V)\h^HA}.
The group HA acts on U(m)x(A) from the right by
and the action of HA on U(m)x(A) is free.
We show that U(m) X (A) is a principal fibre bundle over 5(^4) with struc-
ture group HA. To see this we first choose an open covering {V^} of F(A)
such that over each open set C{J
Λ
 a section s
a
: HJa-^U^m) of the fibre bundle
πF: U(m)^F{A) exists. Let
Then \fV^ is an open covering of S(A). We define τ
a
; C[7
Λ
-^U(m)
as follows. Let ^ ( F ^ J G Φ , . Then σ(q)^cU
Λ
 and s
a
(σ(q))EΞU(m) is de-
fined. Let
Since πF(g)=gF° for ^ e C/(m) and 2rJ,(fβ(σ(ϊ))=σ(?)=ίi, we have F=Sci(a(q))F0.
We have also s(Λ(σ(q))-1π(q)=sΛ(σ(q))-1V and V<=(A;F) and hence sΛ{σ{q))-1π{q)
(Ξ(A; F°)=(A). This shows that τ
a
(q)(=U(m)x(A) and also that
There is a map g
βΛ
:
 cU
ctΓ\
cU
β
-*HA such that s*(aO=^(*O •££*(*) f° r ^ ^ ^ Π cL/β.
Then
is defined and we have
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We define
(1.14) φ.:H
by
It is easy to see that U(m)x(A) is a principal fibre bundle over S(A).
We have to notice here that the maps μy τaigβΛ°σf φa defined above are not
only continuous but also differentiable at every simple points of the domains
of these maps. Hence the pullbacks of differential forms by these maps are
defined.
To simplify the notation we put
η = <7*\ Λ π*ξB .
We prove now the following lemma.
Lemma 1.1. Let ΘA be a left invariant form on U{m) such that its re-
striction to the subgroup HA is a left invariant volume element on HA with
J A
Let ωA=sfθA be thepullback of ΘA to U(m) X (^ 4) by sλ: U(m) X (A)-* U(m). Then
we have
(1.15) J i ? = J ωAΛμ*V.
Proof. It is easy to see that there exists a left invariant form ΘA satisfying
our condition. We denote by ΘA the restriction of ΘA to HA. Since HA is
a compact connected Lie group, every left invariant volume element is also
right invariant (see [4]). The fibre E of U(m)x(A) over a point q^S(A) is
the orbit of a point u^E by the right action of HA. Let iE: E-+U(m)x(A)
be the inclusion map and i
u
: HA~^Έ a map defined by iu(h)=uh. Then (s^i^ijj
(h)=s1(uh)—s1(u) h=LSl^hf where Lg (g^U(m)) denotes the left translation
of U(m) by g. Pulling back ΘA by the map s1oiEoiu: HA->U(m) we get ^ ( ί ^ ) .
On the other hand pulling back ΘA by the map HA->U(m) defined by LSlCu^oiHy
iH being the inclusion map of HA into U(m), we get ΘA> because ΘA is left in-
variant. However these two maps HA->U(m) are equal and we get
(1.16) &(%ω
Λ
) = ΘA'.
We now choose an open covering {^ l^ ,} of S(A) as we did before. To prove
(1.15) it is enough to show
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(1.17) ^V= J ωA/\μ*η
for each-^V^ From now on we fix C[?
a
 and drop the index a. We shall prove
later that
(1.18)
where φ=φ
Λ
 is defined by (1.14) and pH and p are the projections of HAχC[7
onto HA and <TΛ We have the commutative diagram
0 1 9 )
The integral on the right hand side of (1.17) is equal to
\ Pl
C
by (1.18). Then by Fubini theorem this integral is equal to
and this proves (1.17). Hence to prove the lemma it remains to prove (1.18).
To prove (1.18) we show that the restrictions of φ*ω
Λ
 and p%θH on HAX {q}
on each q^ci? are equal. For, let u=τ(q) and let E be the fibre μ~\q) over
q. Then M E £ and the following diagram is comutative:
HAχ{q) Λ±+E
HA
where φq and pHfQ are restrictions of φ and pH on HAX {q}. The restriction
of φ*ω
Λ
 to HAX {q} is equal to φt{i%<*>A) a n d this is equal to p%,q{it{i%ωA))'
However by (1.16), it{i%(ύA) is equal to ΘA> the restriction of ΘA on HA. Now
pHtqθA is the restriction of p%θA. to HAχ {q} and this proves our assertion.
Let q^ty and h^HA and let {xiy '~,xk} and {yiy •• ,<y/} be local coordi-
nates around q and A respectively. We express p*η, p%θA and φ*ωΛ locally in
the form p*η=a(x)dx1/\»- t\dxk, p%θAf=b(y)dy1f\ ••• Λύfy, and φ*ω A =ψc,j>)
dy1A -" ί\dyι~{-ω\ where ω' denotes the sum of the terms involving dx. Since
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p%θA=φ*ωA on Hx {q'} for every q^^V we have c(x, y)=b(y) and φ*ωA=
p%θA-\-ω'. However ω'Λp*η=0 and hence φ*coAAp^η=p%θAApc[;V*
However pCμ=μoφ by (1.19) and we have />*??=φ*(μ*??) and φ*ωA/\pcyV=
Φ*(ωA Λ μ*v) a n d (1-18) is proved. From Lemma 1.1 and (1.12) we get
— \ ωA Λμ*σ*λ A μ*π*ξB .
However
 σ
oμ=πFos1 and hence ωΛ Λ μ*σ*λ=.y*(#Λ Λ τr*λ). Let β=πoμ.
Then A****£s=/3*f2, and /8: U(m)x(A)->Gr(p, m) is defined by
(1.20) yS(^ , V) = gV, F G ( i ) , ^ e U(m).
Since the Schubert cell (^ 4)* is a Zariski open set in (A), we can replace an
integral over U(m)x(A) by an integral over U(m)x(A)*.
Summing up we get
Lemma 1.2. Let λ be a U(m)-invaήant form of type (/—r,/—r) ow F(A)
and let
A^  coefficient dB is given by the integral
(1.21) dB=
ί
x
: C7(m)x(^4)*->?7(m) ώ £/ie projection, ΘA is a form on U(m) dίfined in
Lemma 1.1, fA* m ^ /8: U(m)x(A)*-*Gr{p,m) is defined by (1.20) and ξB is
the de Rham dual of the Schubert variety (B).
In the next section we transform the integral (1.21) into an integral over
U(m)xN(A)> where N(A) is a complex simply connected abelian Lie subgroup
of GL(m, C).
2. The abelian complex Lie group acting simply transitively on
a Schubert cell. We prove first the following elementary lemma.
Lemma 2.1. A p-dimensional linear subspace V of Cm belongs to the Schu-
bert cell (A)* if and only if V has a basis of the form {ekί-\-viy ek2-\-v2, , efep-\-vp},
where Vi^V°krlfor i=l, 2, •••,/>; here A={a1> •••, ap}> ki=ai-]-i, ko=ao=Q and
V°k is the subspace spanned by {eu e2>--, ek} for k^> 1 and V°o= {0}.
Proof. Suppose that V has a basis of the from {ekl-\-vlf ••-, ekp-\-vp}.
Then ekj+Όj^V\ for j^i and hence dim Vf] V\^i. If dim VΠ V°k>iy
V Π V°k. would contain a non-zero vector v which is a linear combination of
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/>/. On the other hand since v^ V\.y v is a linear combination of
.y* i , " ,*V So we have v=a
x
e
x
-\ \-akiek=bi+1(eMi+1+vi+1)-\ \-bp{ekp+υp).
It follows from this that bp=0 and inductively bp_1=0, ••-, δ / + 1 =0 and hence
v=0, a contradiction. Hence we must have dim V Π 1^ °^ .=^ " for all i = l , 2 , •••,/>.
Suppose now that &,—&,_!> 1. Then A, — 1 >A
ί
_1 and ek.+Vj with7 < ί belongs
to V\._
λ
 and v,EΞ V\._
λ
. Suppose that dim VΠ F%_i ^ * Since P A r l c F°*
and dim Vf] V°k=i, we would have dim FΠ F ° Λ r l = ί and so VΠ F V ^ F f Ί
V°k{. Then e^+v^VΠ V\_x and hence ek={eki+vϊ)-Vi belongs to F%_i
and this is a contradiction. Hence we have dim VΓ[Vok._1<i and this
shows that F G ( 4 ) * .
Suppose now that V<={A)*. Then we have dim Vf] V\^\ and if k
x
—k0
=k1> 1, we have also dim F Π V°ki_1— {0}. If z; is a non-zero vector in V Π F°Λl
we can write υ=aekl-\-w, w^ V°kl_1 and ^ΦO, for if a=0, then ίi=aiG F Π V°kl_1
= {0} and so v—0. From this we see that V Π V°kl is one-dimensional and has
a basis w
x
 of the form u1=ekl-{-v1, v1^V°kl_1, Suppose that we have already
shown that dim F(Ί V°kj=j and VΓ\ V°kj has a basis {ulf " ,My}, where w5 is of
the form u
s
=eks-{-vs, vs^Voks_lt for 7=1, 2, •••, /—1. Consider now FΠ F^..
We have dim F(Ί J ^ . ^ i and if k{—Λί_1> 1, we have also dim F Π ^ . ^ i .
Then we have dim V Π F
Λ / > dim F Π Vk._ly for, this is trivial in the case ki—ki_1
> 1 and when ^-^=1, we have F V ^ F V i a n d d i m r n F V i = ί — * bY
our assumption of induction and so we have dim Vf] V°k.> dim Vf] V°k._1 also
in this case. Then there is a vector v^Vf] V°k., v$V°k._1 and we can write
v=aek.+w, w e V\..ly tf Φθ. Let ui=a~
1
v. Then ί/, = ^ . + ^ , . vi^V\._1 and
FΠ F % is spanned by ut and FΠ V\._λ. As we have k{-l^ki_19 P 4 r l ί ) F 0 ^.^
and so FΠ P *
r l D 7 f 1 F
0
^.^ and dim Vf] F ^ . ^ d i m Vf] V°hi_=i-1 and
the equality holds when k£— 1=&,_!. However F G ( ^ 4 ) * and we have dim
Vf] V*k._x<iwhen A,— 1 >£,•_!• Hence we have always dim Vf] F°Λ._1=z— 1
and so we get dim Vf] V\=i and Vf] V°knl=VΓ\ V\._χ. Then FΠ V\. is
spanned by {w
u
 , w,_
u
 z/, }. Proceeding in this way we see that dim F Π Vkp=p
and so F = F Π F0
Λ i > and F has a basis {w^ •••, up}y where each u{ is of the form
Subtracting a suitable linear combination of ek.-\-Vj with7<£ from e
we may assume that v{ is a linear combination of es with the condition s<&, ,
sφkj for every7=1, 2, •••, i— 1.
Let M(-4) be the set of all mxm complex matrices u=(u
st)(l^s, t^tri)
satisfying the following conditions.
1) u is upper triangular, and unipotent, that is, u
st=0 for s>t and utt—l
2) if tφki for / = 1 , 2, •••,/>, then the entries of the £-*A column vectors
of u is zero except ««=1, that is, u
st=δst.
3) ukjk=0 for j<i.
It is verified easily that M(^4) is a closed connected, simply connected abelian
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subgroup of GL(myC). The Lie algebra m(A) of M(A) is the abelian sub-
algebra of Ql(m>C) spanned by e
sk(i=l, 2, •••,/>), where s satisfies the condition
s<kj and s^kj ϊorj=l> 2, •••, /— 1. Here e
sk denotes the matrix whose (s, k)-
entry is 1 and others are 0. We see then that κι(A) is a complex abelian Lie
algebra of dimension \A\=Σa£ and so M(A) is a simply connected complex
abelian Lie group of complex dimension \A\ and M(A) is isomorphic to
C | Λ | as complex Lie group.
Lemma 2.2. The group M(A) acts holomorphically and simply transi-
tively on the Schubert cell
Proof. Let W be the ^-dimensional subspace of Cm spanned by {ekl, •••,
ekp}. By Lemma 2.1, W belongs to (A)*. Moreover if u^M(A)y then wW=
{uekl> ~,uekp} and u ek. is the kith column vector of the matrix u. It follows
from the definition of M(A) that u ek. is of the form ek.-\-υiy where Vj is a linear
combination of e
s
 with s<&,- and s=t=Ay, j <i. By Lemma 2.1, uWbelongs to
Conversely let 7 G ( i ) * . Then V has a basis of the form {ekl-\-v19 •••, β^
where ϋf is a linear combination of es with s<Λ t and sΦkj, j=l, •••, / — 1 . Let
w be the w x w matrix whose WA column vector is ek.-\-Vi for t=k£ ( ί = l , 2 , •••,/>)
and is et for ί φ ^ . Then u(ΞM(A) and V=uW. Let u'<=M(A). Then
uΎ=(uru). W<={A)* and so z//(24)*=(^[)*. These show that the group M(^4)
acts transitively on (^4)* and it is clear that M(A) X (A)*^(A)* defined by
(u, V)-^uV is holomorphic. To show that M(A) acts simply transitively on
(^4)*, it is enough to show that, if uW=W, then u is the unit matrix. This is
easy to show and the lemma is proved.
Let now T a permutation of {1, 2, •••, m}. We associate to T an mxm
matrix u
r
 by the condition
Then w
τ
 is a unitary matrix and τ-+u
τ
 is a representation of the permutation
group.
We associate to each A={aiy •••, ap} a permutation σ^ of {1, 2, •••, m} as
follows. Let {I1,—,lg) = {l,2,—,m} — {kί,—9kp} and let lx<l2<—<lq.
We define σ A by the condition
We then have
and hence
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We define a subgroup N(A) of GL(m, C) by
N(A) =
 K Λ
The Lie algebra xi(A) is then given also by
Since N(A) and M(A) are conjugate, N(A) is also a complex, simply connected
closed subgroup of GL(my C).
Lemma 2 3. The group N(A) consists of all the complex mxm matrices
n—(n
a>b) of the form
(1 0\
— U 1)
where n'={np+Sti)(\^s<Lqy l^i^p) is a qXp matrix satisfying np+Sti=0 for
The Lie algebra n(A) is the complex abelian Lie subalgebra of ${m, C) span-
ned by ep+Sti(l^s^qy ί^i^p) such that s^a^
Proof. To simplify the notation put σ=σA. We have
and hence we have
The Lie algebra m(A) is spanned by e
ak. (i=l, ~,p) such that a<k{ and a
foτj=ly —,/>—1. Since {1,2, ..•,!»} — {*„ —, Λ^ } = {/1, —, Q, we have a=ls
for some s and /,<&*. As n(A)=u
σ
m(A)u~1, n(A) is spanned by ep+Sti such that
o-^ζp+s) <α "1(ί). We show now that the condition σ~1(p+s)<σ~1(t) is equivalent
to the condition that s^a{.
We see that for any s and i such that 1 ^ s^qy 1 f^i^p, we have either
or
Suppose that σ~1{p-\-s)<Cσ~1{ϊ). Then we have the second case and so s^Lσ~\i)
—i=ki—/=«,-. Suppose now that s^a{. Then i-\-s^ki^=σ~
1(t) and hence
σ~\pJ
Γ
s)<i-\-s^
ί
σ~\ϊ) and so σ~ι{p-\-s)<.σ~\ι) and our assertion is proved.
It follows from this that n(^ 4) is spanned by ep+Sti satisfying the condition
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s^di. Then it is easy to see that if iGtt( i ί ) , then X2=0. Now N(A) is a
simply connected abelian Lie group and every matrix n in N(A) is written
uniquely in the form n=txp X with Z e π ( i ) . However X2=l and so exp
X=l+X. Thus n is the form n=l-\-Xy ZGit ( i ) , and hence n is of the form
stated in Lemma 2.3.
The gruop M(A) is simply transitive on the Schubert cell (-4)*. It follows
that N(A) is then simply transitive on the Schubert cell u
σA(A)*={A\F)*y where
F is the flag R 4 Γ Ϊ , . . . , ^ n } . As we have W={ekv ••-, **,}e=(iί)* and
Vl=u
σjW, we have F J e ^ i F)*. We have denoted earlier the point of
GV(/>, m) represented by V% by o. So we have o^(A F)* and this is one of the
reasons why we replace M(A) by N(A).
We have (A)**s(A;F)* and as JV(i4) is simply transitive on (A;P)*9 N(A)
and (A F)* are also biholomorphic. Hence we can identify U(m) X (^ 4)* and
U(m)χN(A) by identifying (g,n)<=U(m)xN(A) to the point (g,u~* n o) of
t/(w)χ(i4)*.
On the other hand we have defined the map β: U(m)x{A)*-+Gr{p,m)
b y β{g>V)=gV. Then, identifying U(m)xN(A) and U(tn)=(A)* as above,
the map β is identified with the map
β: U(tn)xN(A)^Gr(p,tn)
such that
(2.2)
We now define a map
7: U(m)xN(A)-+Ghiρ,m)
by
(2.3) 7 (g, n) = u
σjLgu~
Ύjno, ge t/(m),
Then y=t
u
oβ, where £
w
 is the transformation of Gr(p,m) induced by the
action of u=u
σΛ
^ U(m).
The integral (1.21) is transformed to the integral over U(m)xN(A) and
the integrand is sf(θA Λ τr£λ) Λ β*ξB and β is defined now by (2.2). We have
*f*ξB=β*i*ξB and t*ξB=ξB because ξB is invariant by U(m). Hence j8*fB=
7*?^ We now define a map
7: U(m)xN(A)-^GL(mJC)
by
(2.4) γ(g, n) = u
σAgu~
λjn,g^L U(m), n^N(A)
and let τrG be the projection of GL{m, C) onto GV^, m) defined by (1.8). Then
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we have y=πGoγ and y*ξB=Ύ*π*ξB- Then from Lemma 1.2 we obtain
Lemma 2.4. We have
(2.5) dB =
where y: U(m) X N(A)->Gr(p, m) is defined by (2.4) and πG: GL{m, C)->Gr(p, m)
is defined by (1.8).
In the next section we shall get information about ξB and π*ξB.
3. Invariant differential forms on the Grassmann manifold and
the de Rham dual of a Schubert variety. We write the Grassmannian
Gr(p, m) in the form
Gr(p, m) = GL{m} C)jP
where P is the subgroup of GL(m, C) consisting of the matrices of the form
(:;)•
a<=GL(p,C),b(ΞGL(qyC).
The Lie algebra p of P is the subalgebra of Ql(m, C) consisting of the matrices
of the form
Let n+ denote the abelian subalgebra of gl(w, C) consisting of all matrices of
the form
x = \
where D is a complex qXp matrix. Then we have
Let o denote the origin of Gr{m,p). The point o is the point represented by
the />-dimensional subspace V°={ely "'yep} of Cm and hence it is the coset P
in our coset space representation of Gr(p, m). Every tangent vector at o is the
tangent vector at t=0 to an orbit: £->(exp t X) (o) of the origin o by a 1-ρar-
ameter subgroup exp t X (X^c$,(m, C)) of GL(m, C) and the tangent vector to
the orbit at o is the zero vector if and only if Z E P . Hence by mapping X
^Ql(m, C) to the tangent vector to the orbit (ext t X) (o) at t—0 we get a real
linear map from Ql(m, C) onto the (real) tangent space T0(Gr(p, m)) whose kernel
is p. Thus we can identify T0(Gr(p, m)) with gl(τrc, C)jp as real vector space.
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On the other hand, T0(Gr(p, m)) has the complex structure Jo which comes from
the complex structure of Gr(p, m) and gI(/«, C)/p is also a complex vector
space and we see easily that the above identification of T0(Gr(p, m)) and Ql(m, C)/p
is compatible with these complex structures, that is, the identification map is
complex linear isomorphism of these two vector spaces regarded as complex
vector spaces.
On the other hand we have Ql(m, C)=n+(Bp and we can identify canoni-
cally QΪ(m, C)/p with π + . Hence we identify tt+ with TQ(Gr(py m)).
From now on the action of an element g^GL(m, C) on Gr(p, m) will be
denoted by tg. Let h^P. Then th(o)=o and hence the differential tξ of th
at o defines a non-singular linear transformation ρ(h) of T0(Gr(p, m)) and
h->ρ(h) is a representation of the group P wihch we call the ίsotropic representa-
tion of P at o. Let us denote by φ
s
 the orbit t
eyipsX(o), where X^n+ and denote
by <p0' the tangent vector of the orbit φs at s—0. Then p(h) {φof) is the
tangent vector to the curve ψ
s
=th(<ps) at s=0. Since A ^ G P , we have th-ι(o)=o
and hence ^ = ί
Λ
( ^ = ^ ( ί
e
χ p ^ ( o ) H ^ ' W ^ ^-i(o)=ί
e
χp,ΛXA-<o)^ Hence ψ0'
is identified with the image of hXh~λ^${myC) in rt+ by the projection gϊ(τw,C)
->π+. Let now
\D OJ
Then hXh'1 is of the form
and hence the image of hXh'1 in tΐ+ is of the form
χί==\h2Dh:
λ
 o,
Thus, identifying n+ with T0{Gr(p, m))y the isotropic representation p of P
is given by
p(h)X = X', where
We notice here that, as we see from (3.1), the isotropic representation p is es-
sentially a representation of GL(p, C) X GL(q, C) which is a subgroup of P.
When we regard rt+ as a vector space over R, we denote this vector space by
π£. We regard also T0(Gr(p,m)) as a vector space over R with complex
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structure J
o
 defined by the complex structure of Gr(p, m).
Consider the set F of all /^-linear maps of n£ into C. We consider F as
a vector space over C and we can identify F with (tΐ*?)*®^. If / E F , we
denote b y / the map X->f(X). The dual space (tt+)* of the complex vector
space n+ is the subspace of F consisting of all / G F such that f{iX)=if{X) for
all I G Π J . We put (χι+)*=F+. We denote by F~ the complex subspace of
F consisting of all g<=F such that g(iX)=—ig(X) for all l e n j . Then
F'=F+={f\ G F + } and we have
F=F+φF~ .
Notice that, identifying π# with T0(Gr(p, m))y F is identified with T$(Gr(p, m))
®RC> the vector space of all complex 1-froms of Gr(p, m) at o, and -F+(resp.
F~) corresponds to the vector space of 1-forms of type (1, 0) (resp. type (0,1)).
r
Analogously AF is identified with the vector space of r-forms at o. If
and ζ(ΞAFy we define p*(h)ζ(=AF by
(3.2) (p*(h)ζ) (X
u
 " . , X
r
) =
where X^Git^ and we regard ζ as an alternating r-linear form on n£. We call
p* the isotropίc representation of P on AF.
Let ω be an r-form on Gr(p, m) which is invariant by the action of U(m)
on Gr(p,m)y i.e. t%ω=ω for all g^U(m). In particular t$ω=ω for h^U(p)
X U(q)=PΠ U(m). T h i s implies that for any tangent vector uly •••, ur at o, we
have ωQ{ρ{h)uly •••, p(h)ur)=ω0(uu -~>ur) for all h^U(p)xU(q) and this is
equivalent to the condition that
(3.3) p*(/*)ω0 = ω0, Ae [/(/>)X C/(?) .
Conversely let ω0 be an r-form at o satisfying (3.3) and let x^Gr(py m). There
exists then g^ U(m) such that tg(x)=o. Then t^ωo=ωx is an r-form at x and
the condition (3.3) guarantees that ω
x
 is independent of the choice of g such
that tg(x)=o. Then we can define an r-from ω on Gr{ps m) by x-^ωx and ω is
obviously [/(tfz)-invariant. This establishes an isomorphism between the
vector space of £/(m)-invariant r-forms on Gr(p, m) and the vector space of all
elements ζ^AF satisfying ρ*(h)ζ=ζ for all h<=U(p)xU(q).
We call an element ζ of AF an invariant element if ρ*(h)ζ=ζ for all h^ U(p)
xU(q).
Thus a £/(m)-invariant form on Gr(p, m) is identified with an invariant
element of AF.
Now let
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/e'Ίp 0 \
Then we have
for all X^ΠR. Let fe .F + =(tt + )* . Then ζ is a complex linear function on tt+
and hence
and hence
Analogously we get
Let {ζly "'yζN} (N=pq=dimcn+) be a basis of F+. Then {ξ\, •••, ξ^} is a basis
of F'=F+ and since F=F+®F~, {ξ\, - , ζN, ξ19 —, ξ^} is a basis of F and
r
every element feΛ.F is written uniquely in the form
ζ
 = :
 2-j ?u,v y
ξ*,v = Σ
 β /,/?/ Λ ?J
where / = { ^ , ••-,/«}, i < — <i
u
>J={ji> —ιΛ},Λ<— <Λ a n d f / = ? i i A — Λ?<«>
f / = p y i Λ .- Λ r , v Now p W = Σ g β / . / P W ; Λ p*(A)f7 a n d p * ( A ) f ^ p * ^ ) ^
Λ .- Λ p*(A)r#β, P*(A)r/=P*Wry1 Λ ••• Λ p*(A)^V. Hence we have p*(A#)f=β Σ r
e*
iU
~
9
*ζUtV. If f is an invariant element, then we have ^
c
*" '
l
'
)
'=l for all t and
for, fi, ϋ such that f ^ φ O . Hence we have ζM,v=0 for UΦΌ. Hence, if ζ is an
invariant, then r is even and
ζ = ζUtUy2u = r.
r
Thus we have proved that, if ζ^AF is invariant, then r=2u and ζ is of
type (u, u). It follows in particular that if ω is an invariant r-form on Gr(p, m),
then ω is of type {u, u) with r=2u.
Let us denote by FUtΌ the subspace of ΛF consisting all elements of type
(u,v) and by / the subspace of all invariant elements of AF. Then we have
•*
 ==
 ' ' •*«,«> "*«,« "U,U I 1 *
u
u
To investigate the space I
uu
 we proceed as follows. We identify AF+ with
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the subspace FUt0 of AF and hence AF
+
 with Σ F t t > 0 . Then AF
+
 and AF+
u u
are invariant subspaces of AF, i.e. ρ*(h) AF+aAF+ for all h^U(p)χU(q).
Analogously we identify AF~ with the subspace FOtU of AF and AF
+
 with ΣFOtU.
u
Then AF~ and AF~ are also invariant subspaces of AF. The conjugate C-
linear isomorphism ?->^ from F+ onto F + is extended to a conjugate C-linear
isomorphism AF+->AF~. Moreover, if η^AF+ and h^U(p)xU(q), then
we have
Since [/(/>) X £/(#) is compact, there is a positive definite invariant hermitian
inner product < , •> on JF+ such that
for all As U(p)X U(q). We can extend the inner product to a positive definite
u
invariant hermitian inner product on AF+. We then define a non-degenerate
C-bilinear function ( , -) on (AF+)X(AF~) by
(f, 9) = <£,*>.
Then we have
forallA€=J7(p)xt/(i).
Using this bilinear function, we define a complex linear isomorphism from
Horn (ΛF+, AF+) onto FUtU=(AF+) Λ (AF") in the following way. Let {£,} be
a basis of ΛF+ and S e H o m (AF+, AF+). For any ζ<=AF~ we have
«
25/(^)^7 and 5 7 is a linear function on AF+. Then there is a unique ηj
such that £/(?)=(?> Vi) for all ζ-eΛ,F+. We define
u u
The map φ: Hom(ΛF+, AF+)-*F
uu
 is an isomorphism of complex vestor
spaces and the definition is independent of the choice of the basis {ξ7}.
Moreover we have
(3.4) φ(p*(h).S.p*ih-*)) =
 P*(h)φ(S)
for all Jι<=U(p)xU(q).
It follows from (3.4) that the space /„ „ of invariant elements in F
u>u is the
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u u
image by φ of the subspace of Horn (AF+, AF+) consisting of all S such thrt
p*(h)S=S
 P*(h)
for all h<=U(p)xU(q).
u u
To study these endomorphisms S of AF+ we decompose AF+ into direct
sum of irreducible invariant subspaces and use the Schur's Lemma. As we
u
shall see later AF+ decomposes into direct sum of irreducible invariant sub-
spaces in the following way. There is a 1-1 correspondence between the set
{A} with the condition \A\=u and the irreducible invariant subspaces {FA}of AF+ and if AφA', then FA and FA> are not isomorphic as U(p)X U(q)-
module and we have
and FA and FAr are orthogonal for AφA'. The irreducible invariant subspace
FA is characterized as follows. The matrices ep+Stl(lf^it^p, If^s^q) form a
basis of π+ over C. Let {ζp+Sfi} be the dual basis of .F + =(n + )*. Let
(3.5) ζA = Λ ζp
s<zα +Sti,
where the exterior product extends over the pairs (i, s) such thrt #, > 0 and
s^cii. Since \A\=u, ζA is the product of u elements ζp+s,i with s^α{ and
u
hence ζA^AF
+
 and in fact ζA is an element of FA which is a weight vector
for the lowest weight AA of FA and FA is completely determined by ζA (see
u
Theorem 2, Appendix). Now let S be an endomorphism of AF+ such that
p*(h)S=Sp*(h) for all A. Then the kernel of S\FA and the image S(FA) are
both invariant subspaces of FA and since FA is irreducible, we have either
S(FA)={0} or else S(i^4)Φ{0} and S\FA is an isomorphism of FA onto S(F^)
as U(p)xU(q)-module. In the second case, S(FA)=FA/ for some ^ with
\A'\=u and as FA^FA/ and we have A=A'. Thus for each ^4, we have
either S(i^)={0} or S(FA)=FA and, in the case S(FA)=FA9 by Schur's
Lemma, 5 1 ^ = ^ * 1 , where cA^C and 1Λ is the identity map of FA. Thus
we have
S= Σ
Λ,\Λ\=r
where P^ is the projection operator of AF+ with respest to the direct sum de-
«
composition AF+=ΣFA.
Let {ζi(A) 11 <^i<^mA, mA=dimcFA} be an orthonormrl basis of FA. Since
for
 AΦA\ {ζi(A)}itA is an orthonormal basis for AF+=ΣFA and we
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have PA(ζ)=Έ<ξ, UA)>ζi{A)=ψζ, ζ^A^iA). Hence we get
Λξ{(A) and
and we have proved the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. The complex vector space I
uu
 of invariant elements of type
(Uyύ) is spanned by ωA with \A\—u, where
and {ζ1(A)y •••, ζmj(A)} is an orthonormal basis of the invariant irreducible
u
susbpace FA of AF+. The invariants ωA are linearly independent.
We now discuss the decomposition of AF+. The matrices {ep+Sfi | 1 ^i^p,
Itίsί^q} form a basis of n+ and {ζP+s,i} is the dual basis of F+=(n+)*. Let
ζ(ΞF+ and let
™>i,s = ζ(eP+Sti).
Then f = Σ mi,sζp+s,i
Let
h = ^
 hJ(ΞU(P)xU(q)
and h1=(aiJ) (l^i,j<^p) and h~1=(bp+ttP+s) (l^s,t^q). Let
Then m/itS=ζ(h~1'ep+Stih)=J]aijbp+ttP+sζ(ep+tj) and we have
mi,s = Σ
Now let M be the complex vector space consisting of all p X q complex matrices.
The group U(p) X U(q) operates on M by
and h^>T(h) is a representation of U(p)X U(q). Now the map ζ^m=(mitS)
defines a vector space isomorphism of F+ onto M. Moreover the above com-
putation shows that this is an isomorphism of U(p) X [%)-module. The re-
presentation of U(p) X U(q) on the exterior algebra AM is discussed in the
Appendix and since AF+ and AM are isomorphic as U(p) X £%)-module,
u
we obtain from Theorem 2 of Appendix the decomposition of AF+=Έ,FA.
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Finally we notice that ζp+Sti^F
+
 corresponds to the matrix eitP+s^M.
Let ω be a [/(w)-invariant form of type (u, u) on Gr(p, m). Identifying
the vector space of (u, w)-forms at o with FUtUy the value ω0 of ω at o is identified
with an invariant element ^IUfU and the map ω-^ω0 is a vector space isomor-
phism of the space of ί7(m)-invariant (^w)-forms onto IUfU.
We denote by ωB the [/(w)-invariant (u, w)-form on Gr(p, m) which cor-
responds to the basis element ωB of Iuu, where \B\ =u. We are going to show
that ωB is essentially the dual of the Schubert variety (B)y that is, we show that
\ωB = 0 for 5=f=C.
ceo
Now as GL(myC) is a holomorphic prinicpal bundle over Gr{pym) of
projection πG and group P, the pullbacks ω=π%ω of ί/(m)-invariant (uyu)-
forms ω on Gr(pym) are characterized by the following properties:
1) ώ is of type (uyu);
2) i(Y)ώ=0 for any left invariant vector field on GL(myC) belonging
to the subalgebra p of QΪ(tny C)
3) Rfω=ω f o r a l l λ e P ;
4) Lgώ = ώ for all g e U(m).
To simplify our notation we write gl instead of Qί(my C) and we denote this by
gI
Λ
 when we regard gl as a vector space over R. Then $R®RC is regarded
as the vector space of all C-valued left invariant 1-forms on GL(my C). On the
other hand we have g l = n + 0 p and P=(n^)*® j B C Hence we can identify F
with the vector space of all left invariant 1-forms ζ on GL(myC) such that
i(Y)ζ=OyY^p. In particular F+ (resp. F~) is the space of holomorphic
(resp. conjugate holomorphic) left invariant 1-forms ζ on GL(m, C) satisfying
i(Y)ζ=0, Fep.
We choose an orthonormal basis {^(^4)} of FA. Then
£i^mA, \^j^mAr, \A\ = \A'\=u)
u u
form an orthonormal basis of FUtU=(AF+) Λ (AF~).
We identify F
uu
 with the vector space of all left invariant (uy w)-forms η on
GL(my C) satsifying i(Y}η=0, Y(=p.
If ω is a i7(w)-invariant form of type (u, u) on Gr(p, m), then ώ=π%ω
satisfies i(Y)ώ=0 for all Y^p and we can write ώ uniquely in the form
(3.6) ω = τa{i, A , A^{A) Λ ξ^A')
where a(iyA\jy Af) are functions on GL(my C).
Since ζi{A) Λ ξj{Ar) are left invariant and L*ώ=ω for all y^ U(m), we get
(3.7) a(iy A j , A') (yg) = a(iy A;jy A') (g)
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for all g^ GL(my C) and j E U(m).
To study the effect of the left translation Lg by g^GL(m,C) on ώ, we
need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Every g^GL(m,C) is written uniquely in the form
(3.8) g = u(g
where u(g) is unitary and b(g) is upper triangular. This decomposition is called
the Iwasawa decomposition of g.
This lemma is a special case of a more general theorem of Iwasawa. How-
ever, in our special case the lemma is proved as follows. Letgly *--,gm be column
vectors of g. Then we can construct an orthonormal basis {uly ~ ,um} of Cm
(by Schmidt method) such that
uk = axkgx+a2kg2-\ \-akkgk, akkφ0
for k=ly 2, ~,m, where ai5 (i^j) are complex numbers. Let u(g) the unitary
matrix whose column vectors are u
u
 •••, u
m
 and b^)'1 the upper triangular matrix
whose (i, A)-entry (i^k) is aik. Then we have u(g)=g b(g)~1 and hence g=u(g)
b(g) and b(g) is also upper triangular. The uniqueness is easy to prove.
From (3.7) and (3.8) we get
(3.9) a(i,A;j, A<) (g) = a(i,A;j, A>) (b(g)).
Thus these functions are completely determined by their values on B> B de-
noting the group of all non-singualr upper triangular matrices. Let
Then
L*ώ = Σ « ί , A j , A*)oLh%{A) Λ ξJ(A')
and taking the value of both sides at the unit matrix 1, we get
(3.10) (Lfώ), = Σα(ί, A ;>, A1) ψ%AA\ Λ l/
We have πGoLb=tboπG> where tb denotes the action of b^B on Gr(p, m). Then
Lfώ—Lf(πtω)=π%(ttω) and πG(l)=o and hence (L*ω) 1 =(^ω) 0 o^, where πζ
denotes the surjective linear map ΛTΊ(GL(m, C))-*AT0(Gr(p, m)) induced by the
differential of πG at 1. However T^GLζm, C)) is canonically identified with gIΛ
and the kernel of πG: glx->TQ(Gr(p} m)) is equal to p as discussed at the be-
ginning of this sestion and πG induces an isomorphism of tΐ
+
 onto T0(Gr(p, m)).
Therefore identifying T0(Gr(p, m)) with n j as we did before, we have πGZ=X,
where Z e g l and X is the n+-component of X with respect to the decomposi-
tion g ί=n + θί) . On the other hand, since B is a subgroup of P, we have
tb(o)=o and hence (tfω)0(Xlf - , X2u)=ωQ(p(b)X1>.-, p{b)X2u) ( I , En + ) , where
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p is the isotropic representation of P. Hence (tfω)Q=ρ*(b~1)ω0 by (3.2). Now
let ω=ωBy | B | =u. Then ωo=ω°B=yΣιζi(B) Λ ξ{{B) by Lemma 3.1. Notice that
we regard here ζi(B) as an element of AF+ not as a differential form on GL{m, C).
Then P * ( 6 - > ^ = Σ p * ( 6 " % (^)Λp*(r i )r
ί
(β). Thus, for any Z
ιy .. ,Z2MeΞgI,
we have (L*ωBui, ••-, Z2u)=(t%ωB)0(Xlf .-, X 2 M ) = Σ ( ( P * ( ^ ( £ ) ) Λ (p*^" 1 )
?, (.B))) (.XΊ, •• ,X2M), where X, is the n+-comρonent of Z. egl . On the other
hand from (3.10) we get (Lfω^Z,, -,Z2u)=Σa(i,A;j, A') (b) (ζ^A), Λ ξ^A'),)
(Z
n
 .», Ziu)=τa{i, A j, A') (b) (ζ{(A) Λζ^A') {Xu -, Xΐu). Hence we obtain
(3.11) Σa(i, A j, A') (b) ζ^A) A
Now FB is also invariant by the isotropic representation p* of P on ΛF, because
FB is invariant by ρ*(g) for all g^ GL(p3 C) X GL(q, C) and, as we see from (3.1)
and (3.2), for h^p, there is g<=GL(p,C)xGL{q,C) such that ρ*(A)=p*(^).
Therefore we can writ
(3.12) P*{b
and since p*(ό-I)ξ'y(5))=p*(έ-1)ξ'y(JB), we have also
Hence
= Σ ( Σ Pki{B; b-ι)Pli{B; b^ζ^B) Λ
and it follows from (3.11) that
a(i,A;j,A')(b)=0, if AφB or
a{i, B j , B) (A) = Σp, , (B; i " 1 ) ? ^ ;
Hence we have proved the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. The pullback 3>B=π*ωB is of the form
where the functions ciij on GL(m, C) is given by
We now integrate ωB over the Schubert variety (C) where | C \ — | B \ —u. This
integral is equal to the integral of ωB over the Schubert cell (C)*. However as
we have seen in §2 there is a biholomorphic map a from the simply connected
complex abelian group N(C) onto (C)* given by aty^u"1 # o(σ=σ
c
) and we
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have the following commutative diagram:
GL(m, C) π° > Gr(p, m)
Ί . t'
N(C) > (C)*
where j=L
u
^oiN}iN being the inclusion map of N(C) into GL{m,C). Hence
we get \ ω
s
= \ / * ω
s
= l α * ( / * ω 5 ) = l j*ώ s=uj5-Lϊ σ-iώ 5 . However, we have u~x
G ί7(m) and L*ωB=ώB for all JCG C/(m) and hence L%-^ώB=ώB and we get
(3.13) jJ
CO* iVCtf)
Now the Lie algebra n(C) (C= fo, •••, cp}) is spanned by ep+Sti with the condition
s<^Ci (see §2). Hence ί#?*+,,ί=0 for s>Ci and {/#£*+,,*» * ^ ό * = 1 , 2, •••,£}
form a basis of left invariant holomorphic 1-forms on the complex abelian Lie
u
group N(C). Every form belonging to AF+ is a linear combination of forms of
the type
(3.14) £*+„.*! Λ Λ £,+,,,,,
and the pullback by iN of these froms are all zero except for ζC) where ζc is
defined by (3.5) and ζ
c
 is a weight vector for the lowest weight Λ
c
 of F
c
.
Suppose now that i$ώBΦθ. By Lemma 3.3, we must have z$?t (i?)Φθ for
some i. Now ζi(B) G FB and FB is a subspace of AF+. Then ?, (-B) is a linear
combination of form of the type (3.14). Since /$(£,•(!?)) Φ0, ?
c
 must appear
in the linear expression of ?,-(#). We can conclude from this that B—C. For,
we may assume that ζi{B)<E:FB is a weight vector for some weight Λj of FB.
Then for any diagonal mXm matrix H, ζi{E) is an eigen-vector for the eigen
u
value Ax(i/) of the linear transformation p'*(H) of ΛF+, where p* denotes the
representation of the Lie algebra gϊ(/>, C) X Ql(p} C) induced by the representa-
tion p* of GL(p, C)xGL(q, C). We see easily also that each element of the
form of (3.14) is also an eigen-vector of p r*(iϊ). Hence, when we express
ζi(B) as a linear combination of elements of the type (3.13), only elements
corresponding to the eigen-value A^H) appears with non-zero coefficient and
ζ
c
 appears with non-zero coefficient. However ζ
c
 is a weight vector for the
weight Λ
c
 and hence ζ
c
 is an eigenvector of ρ'*(H) for the eigenvalue AC(H).
Hence we have A^H) = AC{H) for any diagonal matrix H and this shows that
Λi = Λ
c
 and thus Λ
c
 is a weight of FB, However, the eigenvector space for
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u
the weight Λ
c
 is a one-dimensional subspace of AF+ (see Appendix) and
contained in F
c
. Since Λj^Λc and ζι(B) is a weight vector for Λ
x
, we get
ζ
x
{B)eF
c
. Thus F
c
f)FBΦ(0) and hence FC = FB. This implies 5 = C because
C-+F
c
 is bijective. Thus, if ij&ωBΦθ, we get 5 = C. Hence, if C φ ΰ , we
have ^ ώ ^ = 0 and from (3.13) it follows that
\ B \ = \C\ =u.
The Schubert varieties (C) with \C\=u form a basis of the 2w-dimensional
homology group and ωB is not cohomologous to zero. Then the value vB of
the integral of ωB over (B) can not be zero and ζB = v~BωB *s t r i e dual of the
Schubert variety (J5).
Thus we have proved th following
Lemma 3.4. Let ωB be the invariant (u} u)-form on Gr(p, m) corresponding
to the invariant element ωB of type (u, u) in Fuu. Then
ξB = vB^B
is the dual of the Schubert variety (B)> where vB is the value of the integral of ωB
over (E).
REMARK. Lemma 3.4 is a special case of a more general result of Kostant
[3,6]. We can express vB explicitly by an integral of a certain function on CM
using Lemma 3.3 and (3.13).
4. The final step of the proof of Theorem. In Lemma 2.4 we have
an expression of the number dB by the integral (2.5) and the integrand involves
the form 7*π%ξB. By Lemma 3.4 we have ξB = vB
1
ωB and hence
 r/^ίπ%ξB
= vB
1(
γ*ώB, ωB = π$ωB and we have an information about ωB by Lemma 3.3.
We study now y*ωB using Lemma 3.3; the map γ: U(m)xN(A)-^GL(m,C)
is defined by
Ύ(g, n) = u
σΛ
guϊfag(Ξ U(m), n(ΞN(A).
To simplify our notation we put σ = σA. We define two maps /(#„.): U(m) X
N(A)-»U(m)xN(A) and v: U(m)xN(A)->GL(m,C) by
J(uo) (g, n) = fag*;1, n)
and
v{g> n)=gn.
Then we have
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Ύ = voI(U(Γ) .
To study the differentials of these maps at (l,n), where 1 is the unit matrix, we
identify the tangent vactor space of U(tn)xN(A) at (1,») with τt(m)xn(^4),
n(m) and n(A) denoting the Lie algebra of U(m) and N(A) respectively. The
elements of these Lie algebras will be regarded as left invariant vector fields on
GL(m, C) in a canonical way. Then a tangent vector at (1, n) is a pair (XUYM)
where I E U ( W ) and Y^n(A). We see easliy that
I{u
σ
y{X
u
 Y
n
) = {{Ad{U(Γ)X)» Yn)
and
v
τ(X
u
Y
Λ
) = {Ad(n~*)X
n
)+Y
n
Since yτ = vτol(u
σ
)1, we get
(4.1) yτ(X
u
 Y
n
) = {Ad{n-*)Ad{u,)X)
n
+ Y
n
Let {Θ
Λ
} (a= 1, 2, •••, m2) be a basis of left invariant real 1-forms on U(m).
Let ζp+Sti be the left invariant 1-form on GL(m, C) defined in §3. We have seen
that if s>aiy *$?/»+$,» = 0 a n < i that $?*+*,* a n ( i ^N?ρ+s,i with the condition s^a{
form a basis of left invariant complex 1-forms on N(A). We denote by s
x
 and s2
the projections of U(m)xN(A) onto t/(m) and N(A) respectively. Then {sfθ*,
st(i%ζp+sΛ st(i$ξp+*,i)} ( Λ = 1, 2, .-, m\ s^aif ί = l , 2, •••,/>) form a bsis of left
invariant 1-forms on the the group U(m)xN(A).
Let now ζ be a left invariant 1-form on GL(m, C). Then we can write
the pullback γ*? in the form
(4.2) y*ζ = Σ±f» Sι*θ«+Zgsjsti%ζp+sj+2hsJsti$ξp+Sti
Λ
where /
Λ
, g
sj and A5), are complex valued functions on U(m)xN(A). We shall
show that g
s
j and hSti are constant and that
/-(?*») = /»(!»»), for all g(= U(m);
/-(I, n) =
where {X*} is the basis of the Lie algebra n(m) such that θ
Λ
(X
β
) = δ
Λ
β and in
the above formula we regard X
Λ
 as a left invariant vector field on GL{m, C).
To see these, we consider the left translation LCgtΌ of U(m)xN(A)y where
g^U(m). Then we have s1oLigΛ:> = Lgos1, s2oLCgtΏ = s2 and fγoLCgtΏ = Lg/orγ9
with g/ = u(rgu~
1
. Since ? and Θ
Λ
 are left invariant, we get L*(^ > D(7*?) = 7 * ? ,
^*(^.i)( ί*^) = ίf^ * a n d a l s o L*CgtlyS$i%ζp+Sti=sii%ζp+Sti. Then from (4.2) we
get f
Λ
oLCgΛ->=fΛ9gStioLCgΛy=gSti and hStioLCgfΌ = hs>i and these mean that we
have
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( 4 4 ) Mg> ») = / - ( ! . w)> &.*&> ») = Λ.<(1*
for any^e U(m).
We get from (4.1) that
and we also have (^θ
a
)(1.niXuYn)=ΘJiX) and
Then we get from (4.2) that
(4.5) Σ/»(l, n)θ
a
(X)+τg
s
Ah n)ζp+sJ{ Y)+Σ A,,,
Notice that since X and y are left invariant vector fields and θ
m
 ζp+s,t and ζp+Sti
are also left invariant 1-forms, Θ^X), ζP+s,i(Y) a n ^ ζρ+sj(Y) are constant.
Letting X=0 in (4.5) we get
(4.6) ζ(Y) = τgsJ(h n)ζp+s§i(Y)+?>hMχi, n)ξp+Sti(Y)
for all yGtt ( i ) . Since ep+StJ and /^+ s > y (/2= —1) with the condition stίβj
(y=l, 2, ~ ,p) form a basis over R of tt(^4), letting y = ^ + S f f and Y=iep+Sti
respectively in (4.6), we get ζ(ep+StJ)=gStJ(l,ή)+hgtj(l,n) and ζ(teP+SfJ)=igSjj
(l,n)—ihStJ(l,n) and hence gStj{\in)={ζ(ep+Stj)-iζ{iep+Ffj)}β and hStJ(l,n)
= {ζ(ep+s,j)+tζ(iep+StJ)} \2 and hence combined with (4.4), we see that gStj and
hStJ are constant. Then since (4.6) holds for any Y^n(A) we obtain also
and hence the second term on the right hand side of (4.2) is equal to sf(i%ζ).
Now letting Y=0 and X=X
Λ
 in (4.5) we get/
β
(l, ^^^AdirΓ^Adiu^X,)
and this, together with (4.4) proves (4.3). Thus we have shown that, for any
left invariant 1-form ζ on GL(m, C), we have
(4.7) γ*?
and the function f
Λ
 satisfies (4.3).
We consider now the pullback by y of a left invariant w-form η on GL(m, C)
of the form
(4-8)
ϊp+Su.iu
We say that a form on U(m) X ΛΓ(^ 4) is of type (a, b) if it is a linear combination
of forms of the type sf(θ) Λ sf (£), where 0 is a left invariant α-form on U(m)
and f is a left invariant ό-form on N(A). The exterior product of a form of
type (a, b) and a form of type (a', b') is a form of type (α+α7, b+b').
It follows from (4.7) that if s>aiy then 7*£^+s,/ is of type (1, 0), because
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iNζp+s,i=0, and that if s^ai9 then 7*ζp+Sti is a sum of a form of type (1,0)
and a form of type (0, 1).
We denote by u
x
 (resp. u2) the numbers of factors ζp+Sk,ik m (4.8) such
that sk>aik (resp. skf^aik). Then
u = u,+u2.
Assume that u^ \ A | and let
u= \A\+r, r^O.
Since | A | is equal to the number of 1-forms ζp+Sii satisfying sf^aiy we have
u2^ IAI and since u1+u2= \ A \ -\-r, we have also
and the equality holds if and only iίu2=\A\.
We have then
(4-9) 7*77 = Σ Vca+u
where ^Cα+Ml,6) is a form of type (a+u19 b).
Analogously if rf is of the form
we have
(4.Π) τ V = Σ ^
where ?ί\a'+uχf,bfϊ is °f tyPe (β /+w/, δ') and M/ (resp. u2f) is the number of the
factors in (4.11) satisfying the condition tk>ajk (resp. tk^aJk). Then we have
also u=u/+u2
/
9 u^r, u2'^ \A\.
We now consider the pullback 7*ώ^ and the integrand sf(θA Λ π*λ) Λ 7*7rg|β
of the integral (2.5) which is equal to v^sf (ΘA Λ 7r^λ) Λ γ*ωβ. Here λ is a ϋ7(τw)-
invariant form of type (f—r,f—r) on F{A)=U{m)jHA with / = d i m c F(^4) and
ΘA is a left invariant form on U(m) defined in Lemma 1.1 and the degree of ΘA
is equal to dim HA. Since 2f=m2—dim HA, θAAπ%X is a left invariant form
on U(m) of degree rn2—2r, where m2=dim ί7(/«). Hence ί*(^^ Λ π%X) is a form
of type (m2—2r, 0) on U(m)xN(A). The form ω^ on GL(m,C) is of type (*/,*/)
and
u= \B\ = \A\+r.
Lemma 4.1. Let η and η' be left invariant forms on GL{m, C) of the form
(4.8) and (4.10) respectively. Suppose that sf(θA A π%\) Λ 7*77 Λ γ*^ r Φθ. Then
we have u1=u/=r andu2=u2'= \A\.
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Proof. Put ξ=st(θ
Λ
 Λ
 π
%\). By (4.9) and (4.11), ξ Λ <γ*v Λ γ V is a sum
of ξ Λ ί7(
β+Ml>ft) Λ η'ca'+ui.b) a n d these forms are of type {c, d), where
c = m
2
-2r+a+a/+u1+u1
/
9 d = i + ί ' .
and these are non-zero only if £=τw2=dim £/(m) and d=2\A\—2 dim
c
N(A).
Since one of these forms is non-zero, we have —2r-\-aJ
Γ
a'-\-u1-\-u1'=0. How-
ever we have u^r and u/^r and a and <z' are non-negative. Hence we get
u1=u1
/
=r and α = α ' = 0 . However W = W 1 + M 2 = M 1 / + W 2 / = | yϊ | + r and so we have
u2=u2'=\A\.
If ?? verifies the condition u1=\A\> η is of the form
V = ± ^ + # l i ί l Λ - . Λ ζp+Srtir Λ ? A ,
with sk>aik for Λ=l, •••, r, where ζA is defined by (3.5).
Analogously, if η' verifies the condition u/= \ A | , η' is of the form
(4.13) y'= ±ξp+tιjιΛ-Λξp+tr.jrΛζA
with th>jk for Λ=l, -- ,r. Hence we can state Lemma 4.1 in the following
form.
Lemma 4.2. Let η and η' be left invariant u-forms on GL(my C) defined by
(4.8) and (4.10) respectively. If sf(θAA πf\) Λ γ*(>? Λ η) is non-zero, then η and
η' are of the form (4.12) and (4.13) respectively.
Now by Lemma 3.3, ώB is of the form
(4.14) ώB = τaiJζi(B)AξJ (B)y
where ai5 are functions on GL(m, C) defined in Lemma 3.3 and {£,(#)} is an
orthonormal basis of FB. However we don't need to assume here that {ζi{B)}
is orthonormal, because if we replace {ζi(B)} by another basis, then the matrix
(α,7) is simply multiplied by constant matrices and this does not disturb our
following study. We choose here a basis {ζi(B)} in the following way. Since
FB is an irreducible GL(p, C) X GL(q, C)-module with respect to the isotropic
representation p* of GL(p, C) X GL{q, C) and since ξB is the weight vector for
the lowest weight AB of FB9 FB is spanned by ζB and elements of the form
(4.15) P'*M~P'*(';)ZB (teO),
where p'* is the representation of the Lie algebra Ql(p, C) X g%, C) defined by
p* and #!,-••,#/ are simple roots and e
Λi&QΪ(p, C)XQl(q, C) is a root vector for
the simple root α, (see Appendix).
Let ζ
ι
(B)=ζB and let ζ2(B), - , ζma(B), mB=dimc FB be the linearly
independent elements of the form (4.15). Each ?*(5) is then a weight vector
for a weight Ak of FB and we number ζ2(B)> ζ3(B), ••• in such a way that we
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have AB=^A1<A2^A3^--. Since each ζk{B) is of the form (4.15) for k^2,
ζk(B) is of the form
(4.16) ?*(£) = / * ( * * ) ? ,
where ξ=p'*(e
a2)' ' p'*(eΛι)ζB a n d ξ is a weight vector for the weight Ak—a>
where a is a simple root (see Lemma 1 of Appendix).
From now on we assume that
sf(θA Λ π%\) Λ γ*ώj
Then we see from (4.14) that
(4.17) sf(θA Λ π%\) Λ 7*(?*(B) Λ
for some k and /. Since £*(B) and ζt{B) are elements of FB and F 5 is a sub-
space of ΛJF+ with u= \B\j ζk(B) a n d ?ι(B) a r e linear combinations of w-forms
η and η' respectively, where η and rf are defined by (4.8) and (4.10). From
(4.17) and Lemma 4.2 it follows that ζk(B) is of the form
(4.18) ζk(B) = ^ ^ Λ . - Λζp+Srtir A f A + . . . ,
where sk>aik for &=1,2, .. ,r and c is α non-zero constant.
We prove the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3 Assume that (4.17) holds for some k and I. Then there exist
s indices j l y -• >js(l^j1<J2<~ <js^p,s^r) and s positive integers nlyn2y---,ns
with the condition Λ 1+« 2+ \~ns=r such that
he = aj
c
+nc f°r c = 1, 2, .-, s
and
bj==aj for j
To prove Lemma 4.3, we first assume Λ=l. From our choice of the basis
{ζi(B)} we have
and ζB is the exterior product of ζp+Sii satisfying the condition s^b{ ( i = l , 2, •••,
i ; f i = { A 1 , - , M ) - % (4 1 8 ) w e h a v e fn=c ^+.1. ίiΛ Λe ί + . r i < r Λf i l +...,
where c#=0. Since ?
β
 and f^+M,ί1 Λ ••• Λ ζp+Sftir Λ ?A are both of the form (4.8)
and distinct elements of the form (4.8) are linearly independent, we get c= ± 1
and
(4.19) ζB = ±ζP+H.hΛ - < ξp+Sr,ir A ζA.
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Let 7 be an index, l^ j^p, which is distinct from each of ii9 /=l ,2 , ,r. The
number of factors of the form ζp+t,j on the right hand side of (4.19) is equal to
a. and it is equal to bj on the left hand side. Hence we get bj=dj. Let^Ί, •••,/,
be the distinct indices among ily ••«, ir and let nc be the number of the indices it
which are equal toj
e
. Then we have n
x
-\ \-n
s
=r, n
c
>0. Then the number
of factors of the form ζp+t,jc on the right hand side of (4.19) is equal to nc-\~ajc
and on the left hand side it is equal to bj
e
 and hence bJc=aJc-\-nc. The lemma
is thus proved in the case k= 1.
Assume now &>1. We may assume that k is the smallest index &>1
satisfying (4.17). By our choice of {ζi(B)},ζk(B) is a weight vector for
a weight Ak with KB<Kk and by (4.16) ζk(B)=p'*(ea)ξ, where a is
a simple root of QΪ(p, C)XQl(q, C) and ξ is a weight vector for a weight Ak—a.
Since ξ^FB and FB is a subspace of ΛF
+
, ξ=Έ,c
v
 η> where η are elements of the
form (4.8) and ί , ε C . We have p'*(*
β
)f=Σ*1|p/*(*β)i7 and p / * ( ^ = Σ ^ + ί l i y 1
Λ ••• Λ p'*(e
Λ
)ζp+t j Λ ••• Λ ?/>+ίί<,yf<. We notice here that simple roots are of the
form α = λ , — λ
ί + 1 ( l ^ £ ^ ^ — l ) or α = λ i > + , - λ ί + , + 1 ( l ^ J ^ ί — 1 ) and hence
e
Λ
=eiti+1or eΛ=ep+StP+3+1. We also have
and
9 \eP+t,p+u)ζp+s,i — υttS
(see §3 and Appendix).
It follows in particular that the term ?^+,liί1 Λ •••p
/
*(«e)?^+«|fi/ Λ ••• Λ ζP+Su,iu
is either zero or of the form (4.8). We have ζk(B)=τcvp'*(eJ)v and (4.19).
We see then that ( Γ j + ^ Λ — Λ ^ + ^ Λ f ^ i ^ + ^ Λ ΛP /*(«ι»)^+ί l.y / Λ —
Λ ζp+tHju for some V=ζP+tlj1 Λ ••• Λ ζp+tm,ju and for some /, where ^ appears in
the expression £=Σ<V7 with £„#=(). Renumbering, if necessary, we may assume
/ = 1 and hence we have
(4.20) ^ + # l t ί l Λ. . . Λ ζp+.r,ir Λ r A
= ±(p'*(e
Λ
)ζp+tlJl) Λ ^ + ί 2.y 2 Λ -. Λ ^ + ί w > Λ .
The simple root a is either ct=λ, —λ,
 + 1 and ea=eiti+1 or α=λ^ + 5 —λ^ + J + 1 and
We first assume α = λ , —λf + 1 and ^ Λ = ^ >l+1. Then, since
+^p+tlJl=Si+1jJip+tlti^0 we have
(4.21)
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and
( 4 2 2 ) ζp+tlti Λ
Suppose that ^+ί1,»=?/»+5/,, / for some /, l fgZ^r i.e. i=iι and ^ = ^ 7 . We may
assume without loss of generality 1=1 > hence i=i
x
 and ί 1 = j 1 . Then we have
?*+#
a
.y*Λ •" Λ ?*+f.Λ = =*= £*+*2.*2
Λ
 •"
 Λ
 ζρ+s
r
.i
r
 Λ
 ?^ T h e n w e m a y a s sume
^P+t
ι
J
ι
=ζp+s
ι
,i
ι
 for / = 2 , —, r and ?,+,
r+1,y r+1 Λ ••• Λ ? * + , „ / , = ± ? Λ . Then η=
ζP+ti,jiA'-' Aζp+tu,''«=±ζp+ti,hA'" ASp+tr,jrΛζA and ξ=crιv+"' with c,Φθ.
Since £ is a weight vector for the weight Ak—a and Ak—α<ΛΛ, £ is a linear
combination of the basis elements ζi(B) with A£=Ak—a. Since we have num-
bered {ζi(B)} in such a way that AB=A1(B) < Λ2(i?) ^ , ξ is a linear combination
of ?, (β) with i<k. On the other hand ξ=c
v
η+~-=±c
Ύ)(ζp+tltJl Λ ••• Λ ζp+trjr
AζA)-\— and ξ=^diξi(B). It follows then that when we express ζi(B) as a
ί<*
linear combination of the elements of the form (4.8), at least one of ζi{B) with
diΦO must be of the form (4.18). Since i<k and since k is the least index > 1
such that ζ/g(B) has the form (4.18), we must have i=\. Then we have Ak—a
= Λ j = Λ 5 and since the space of weight vectors for the lowest weight AB is one
dimensional, we obtain ξ=d ζB=d ζ1(B). On the other hand ξ=±cr}(ζp+tltJ'1
Λ ••• Aζfi+trtjfAζA)-\— and hence ζx{B) is also of the form (4.18) and in this
case the lemma is already proved.
We assume now Vp+tjj^ζp+s^! f°Γ aU ^—1>2, * ,r. We see then from
(4.22) that ζp+tlti is a factor of ζA and hence
(4.23) t^ϋi.
We may assume ζp+t2,J2 Λ — Λ ζp+tr+lJr+λ=±ζp+Sltil Λ ... Λ ζp+Srjr. Then we
have
ζp+ti,i Λ ζp+t
r+2.jr+2 Λ •" Λ ζp+tu,J'u —
and hence
77.= ± U l J l Λ ( W - 2 Λ " Λζp+tr + lJr + j
where ζAJζp+nj means that the factor ?^+il,f is deleted from the product ζA. By
(4.21) and (4.23) aj=aiΛ.^ai^tx and hence ζp+njx ί s a factor of ζAlζP+tl,i-
Then we have ζp+tujιΛ (^/?^+ii,*)=0 a n d w e g e t V=0. This is a contradiction
because ^ΦO. Therefore the case ζp+tltJΦζP+Sι>i£1=1, •••, r) can not occur.
The last case we have to consider is the case a=\p+s—\p+s+i, ea=
ep+StP+s+1. This case is treated quite analogously as in the case α = λ , —λ, + 1
and the proof of Lemma 4.3 is completed.
Suppose now that the integral (2.5)
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is non-zero. Then the integrand is certainly non-zero and as n%ZB
Vβ1 being a non zero constant, sf(θA Λ πfλ) Λ γ*ω β is non-zero and (4.17) holds.
Then by Lemma 4.3, B—{b
u
 •••, ^} verifies the conditions in Lemma 4.3.
Summing up we have proved the following theroem which is stated in the
introduction.
Theorem. Let X be a form of type (/-—r,/—r) on the flag manifold F(A)
which is invariant by the action of the unitary group U(m)> where f=dίm
c
 F(A)
and r is a non-negative integer. Then π*(ρ*X) is a form of type (pq—\A\ —r,
pq— \A\—r) on the Grassmann manifold Gr(p, m) (p q=dim
c
 Gr(p, m)) which is
also invariant by the action of U(m). Then π*(σ*X) is a linear combination of
the Poincarέ dual C(B) of the Schubert varieties (B), where B={blyb2i •••, bp}
verifies the following conditions: Let A—{alya2) •••, ap}. There exist s indices
h>h> '"yjs (l^ii<./2> "•> <j
s
^P\ s^r) and spositive integers nlt •••, ns with the
condition n1+n2+' --\-ns=r such that bjc=aJc-\-nc for c=ϊ, -~,s and bj=aj for
Appendix. In this appendix we discuss the representation of the direct pro-
duct GL{p, C) X GL(q, C) of complex general linear groups on the exterior algebra
ΛM, where M is the complex vector space of all p X q complex matrices. The
problem is to decompose KM into direct sum of irreducible invariant sub-
spaces. This had been done in the last section of the paper of Kostant [3, a] as
an application of his more general theory and he attributed the main result in
this special case to Ehresmann. The purpose of this appendix is to formulate
the main theorem of Ehresmann and Kostant in a form suitable for our purpose
and to introduce a few notions in the representation theory which are needed
in §3 and §4.
Let
G=GLpxGLgi
where GLk=GL(k,C) for any positive integer k, and we identify G with the
subgroup of GL
mi m=p+q in the usual way.
The diagonal matrices in G form an abelian subgroup H of G which we call
a Cartan subgroup of G. The Lie algebra g of G consists of all mXm com-
plex matrices X of the form
( 1 ) X
and the subalgebra § corresponding to H consists of all diagonal matrices. Ij
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is called a Carton subalgebra of g. Let
K=U(P)xU(q).
Then K is a maximal compact subgroup of G and the Lie algebra ϊ of K is
a real Lie subalgebra of g consisting of matrices of the from (1) satisfying the
condition tXi=—Xi(i=l,2). Every matrix Z ε g is written uniquely in the
form X=Y1+iY2 with Yly Y 2eϊ, and we can identify g with the complexifi-
cation of the real Lie algebra ϊ.
Let L be a holomorphic representation of G in a complex vector space W.
L is a holomorphic homorphism of G into GL(W). The representation L of
G defines a representation V of the complex Lie algebra g in W such that
( 2) exp tL'(X) = L(exp tX)
for a
The restriction M of L to K is a representation of K in W and since K is
a compact group, W decomposes into direct sum W=W1-\ \-Wk of simple
i£-modules and the representation My of K on Wj induced by M is irreducible.
Each Wj is a g-module and also a G-modlue, i.e. L\X)WjClWj and L{g)Wj
dWj for Z G g and g^G. In fact, let My' the representation of the Lie
algebra ϊ defined by the rperesentation Mj of K. Then M/(Y)=L'(Y) for
all Ye ϊ , bacause M is the restriction of L to i£. Every X^Q is written uni-
quely as X=Y
x
+iY2i Yu y2GΪ and so L\X)=M/(Y1)+iM/(Y2). Then
as M/(Y)ϊF,cϊFy for Y<ΞΪ, we have also L\X)Wj(zWj and PFy is a g-
module. It follows then from (2) that L(exp tX)WjClWj for all ZGg. Then
we have L(g)Wj(zWj for all g^G, because G is generated by 1-parameter
subgroups. We show that Wj is a simple g-module. Let W/ be a subspace
of W; such that I^X)W/cW/ for all Z E g . Then we have L(g)W/czW/
for all^e G and in particular M(g)W/(Z W/ for all g^K. Since Wy is simple
as ^-module, we have either W/=Wj or W/={0} and this shows that W5
is simple as g-module.
Conversely let W=V1-\-* -\-Vk be a decomposition of W into direct sum
of simple g-modules. We can show in a similar way that each V5 is also a
simple j^-module. Thus a decomposition of W into simple .K-modules and
into simple g-modules is the the same thing and as W is always semi-simple
(or completely reducible) as X-module, it is so as well as g-module.
A linear function Λ on the Cartan subalgebra 1} is called a weight of the
holomorphic representation L of G in W, if there exists «)GίF,tt)φO, such that
( 3 ) L\X)w = A(X)w
for all Xeϊ j . A vector w satisfying (3) is called a weight vector for the weight
Λ. The weight vectors for Λ form a subspace of W> the eigen space for Λ, and
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the dimension of the eigen space is called the multiplicity of Λ. The Cartan
subalgebra ϊj is spanned by the matrices ekk (k— 1, 2, •••, m) and we have
A(X) = rcΛiH \-n
m
\
m
 ,
where X=X1e11-] [-Xmemm a n d nk=Mekk)- It follows from (2) and (3)
that L(exρ X)w=(txρ A(X))w for Z e ^ . Let X=2πiekk. Then exp AX=I
and A(X)=2πink and hence exp 2πink=ί. This proves that nk is an integer
for k=l, "'9m and a weight Λ is an integral linear form of X19 ~',\m.
Let now Z G g and » E G . Then the matrix xXx'1 belongs also to g
and we define the adjoint representation Ad of G in the vector space g by
Ad(x)X =
The representation Ad' of g is denoted by ad and we have
ad(Y)X=[Y,X].
A weight (weight vector) of the adjoint representation is called a root (root vec-
tor). The Lie algebra g is spanned by the matrices e^- and ep+s>p+t, where
li^i,j<Lp and lrgs, t^q, p-]-q=m, and we have ad(X)eiJ=(Xi—\j) eij and
ad(X)ep+StP+t=(\p+s—Xp+t)eP+s,p+t, where I = Σ V * ^ ^ Hence α t 7 = λ , —χy
and ap+StP+t=\p+s—Xp+t (l^hj^p, l ^ s , *^#) are roots of g and.£,v and
ep+StP+t are the corresponding root vectors. Moreover these roots exhaust the
roots of g. If a is a root of g, e
Λ
 denotes the matrix e i7 or ep+StP+t according
as a=aij or a=ap+StP+t.
We mention here the following simple result as Lemma 1.
Lemma 1. Let A be a weight of a representation L of G in W and w a
weight vector for Λ. If a is a root and L'(e
Λ
)wΦθ, then A-\-a is also a weight of
L and L'(e
a
)w is a weight vector for A-\-a .
In fact, let X<EΞ§. Then L'(X)L'(e
a
)=L'(e
a
)L'(X)+L'([X, e
Λ
]) and [X, e
Λ
]
=ad(X)e*=a(X)e». Hence L\X)L/(e
cύ
)=L/(e
Λ
)Lί(X)+a(X)L/(e
a
). Then L'{X)
(L\e
Λ
)w)=L\e
Λ
){A{X)w)+a{X)L\e
a
)w=(A+a){X)L((e
Λ
)w and this proves that
A+a is a weight and L^e^w is a weight vector.
We now introduce the lexicographic order on the ^ -module of integral
linear forms of the variables \ly •••, Xm. Let A=Σnk\k and A'=Σnk'Xk. Then
Λ>Λ r if there exists an index k
o
^l such that nk=nk for k<k0 and nko>nko'.
Since weights of a representation L are integral forms we have an order
relation among weights of L. A weight Λ (root a) is positive, if Λ>0 (a>0).
The lowest weight (highest weight) of L is a weight Λ of L such that Λ <Λ r(Λ> A')
for any weight A' of L distinct from Λ.
We also have the notion of simple roots of g. A root a is said to simple,
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if a is not a sum of two positive roots.
We can see easily that {a12, α 2 2 , —, ap-ltP, ap+ltP+2> —, ccp+g-i.p+g) is a
maximal set of simple roots of g.
We have the following theorem which we have used in §3 and §4.
Theorem 1. Let L be an irreducible holomorphic representation of G in
a complex vector space W. Then
1) The multiplicity of the lowest (or the highest weight) is one.
2) Let w (4=0) be a weight vector for the lowest weight Λ. Then W is
spanned by w and by the vectors of the form
where a19 •••, ak ore simple roots of g.
3) The irreducible representation L is completely determened by the lowest
weight Λ of L. This means that, if L
x
 is another irreducible holomorphic repre-
sentation of G with the same lowest weight Λ, then L and L
λ
 are equivalent.
For the proof of this theorem, see [5, Chapter VII].
Let M be the complex vector space consisting of all/>X<7 complex matrices.
We identify M with the subspace of Ql
m
(m=p-\-q) consisting of all matrices
Q of the form
/0 D
( 4 ) Q
We define a holomorphic representation T of G in M by
T(g)Q=gQg-1.
If
(gx 0\
Ho J
and Q is of the form (4), then
We have
and if -X" is of the form (1), then
X.D-DX
(5) - XΛ
„ j
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The vector space Mis spanned by the matrices eitP+s(l^i^pyl^s^q) and
( 6) T'{X)eitP+s = (λ ,-λ , + >, . ,^
for all I = Σ λ Λ , + Σ λ ^ + S ) i ) + s in tj. Hence λf — \ p + s is a weight and eitP+s
1 = 1 *=1
is a weight vector.
We extend T to a representation of G in the exterior algebra ΛM by de-
fining
... Λ Q
r
) = Γ^ρ, Λ ... Λ
Then
(7) nx){Q, Λ - Λ ρ
r
) = Σ ρ, Λ - Λ r(Z)ρ ( Λ ... Λ ρ r .
The elements of the form
( 8 ) E = eil,p+slΛ~'ΛeirtP+Sr
with (ily ίχ)< <(ίr* r^) form a basis of ΛM, where < means the lexicographic
order for the double indices (t,s) with l<Ξ>i<^p, 1<^<^. It follows from (6)
and (7) that E is a weight vector for the weight
( 9 ) Λ £ = Σ λ , r Σ λ ^ .
It can be proved easily that a weight Λ of T is always of the form AE for some
E and that the multiplicity of Λ is equal to the number of the basis elements
r r
E such that Λ==Λ£:. Clearly ΛM is a G-module and ΛM=2ΛM is a direct
sum of G-modules.
Let A={a19 a2y •••, ap} be a ^>-tuple of integers such that O ^ Λ ^ ^ ^
^ap<*q (see §1). We define EA by
(10) i,p+s J
where the exterior product extends over all eitP+s such that s^aiy i=ί> 2, •••,/>
and the order of the product is the lexicographic order as in (8). Then EA is
one of the basis element (8) and as there are \A\ (=Σflf ) elements in the product
\A\
(10). EA belongs to ΛM. We dentoe Λ ^ by AA. Then
where b
s
 is the number of the a{ satisfying a^s. Hence we have
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It follows then that, if A+Ά, then
We formulate the main theorem of Ehresmann and Kostant (see [3, α, §8]) in
the following form.
Theorem 2.
1) The multiplicity of the weight AA in AM is one.
2) The subspace MA of AM spanned by EA and by elements of the form
T'(e«d"mT'(e
Λk)EA, where au~ ,ak cite simple roots of g, is a simple Q-module
and AA is the lowest weight of the representation of G in MA induced from T.
3) Two simple Q-modules MA and MA/ are isomorphic only if A=A'.
r
4) AM is the direct sum of simple Q-modules MA in particular ΛM= Σ MA,
where the summation extends over all A satisfying the condition \A\=r.
REMARK. If N is a simple g-submodule of ΛM, then N—MA for a unique
A. For N is isomorphic to one of MA by 4) and by 3), A is unique. Then
the lowest weight of N is Λ^. Since the multiplicity of AA is one by 1), EA is
then contained in N together with Tf{e
Λ
^'"T\e<Λ^EA, Then MA is contained
in N by 2) and as N is simple, we get N=MA.
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